
TECHNOLOGY 1920S ESSAY

Free Essay: Where would the world be without the inventions and ideas of the With the technological advancements
made in the 's, the invention of the.

Post WWI, a new movement of black artists, poets, and musicians started what came to be known as the
Harlem Renaissance. From the world of fashion to the world to politics, forces clashed to produce the most
explosive decade of the century. The s contributed to the development of America and how it is today because
of its advancement in technology and science. Inside the country, there was turmoil which included debt and
war. With comical performances by comedian, Charlie Chaplin, dramatic performances by sex symbol,
Rudolph Valentino, and many other famous actors, the movie industry was able to attract a massive audience
of loyal viewers, even during the years of silent black-and-white films. According to Kenneth Bruce: " Those
without home radios gathered around crystal sets in public places Gordon and Gordon  There began to be a
large amount of immigrants flowing into the US. Although there were many clear reasons that supported both
sides of the argument, I believe that the s were good times. He also starred in many films as Tarzan Lord of
the Jungle. Travelers crossing Iowa or Nebraska were often forced to wait several days until the road dried
before moving onto the next town. After the radio was invented in the s, the television was invented. Langston
Hughes was a great writer who wrote funny poems, stories, essays, and poetry. George Herman Ruth, later
dubbed Babe Ruth from his fans, set the baseball record of sixty home runs in one season in  There were many
people who contributed to the development of the television. He was the first American to win the Wimbledon
title in  During the twenties the economy had a definite impact on the society. Get Essay Sulfanilamide was
tested on mice first, and because of it success, it was tried on a baby dying from an infection, obtaining
positive results. He was an amazing trumpet player who played jazz for the first time ever heard north of the
Mason-Dixon Line. By changing the unfavorable events that led to despair and continuing the benefits to
society, one can understand why they happen and better the future. The Harlem Renaissance was a time period
which had a huge influence across America and even around the world. They therefore began to spend money
for better roads, tourism and holiday resorts Henry Ford's Model T. Mass consumerism first became large
because of the economic boom of the s. Americans were introduced to new fashion styles, the prohibition and
the Jazz Age Fashion, Jazz. Lawn Tennis Hall of Fame. The success of the Ford Motor Company was so great
that it can even be compared to that of today's Microsoft. In order to accommodate for the labor shortages,
factories began to mechanize small tasks to cut back on labor requirements. Tennessee: Kingsport Press, Inc.
The automobile provided a perfect way for people, especially for adolescents, to socialize and make merry.
Following the startup of the first public radio broadcasting station, KDKA, in Pittsburgh, thousands more
broadcasting stations pop up all over the country in the next few years. Another popular invention found in
almost every home was the Radio. There were different people of the arts, such as Nora Thurston Zeale who
was an anthropologist, Countee Cullen who was a romantic poet, Langston Hughes who was a poet as well as
a playwright. The people in the United States went through a colorful period during the twenties Americans
have never been sympathetic to radicalism in any form


